
Safest Door Ever: Build a Hacked Redstone
Door Without Mods!
In the vast and ever-evolving world of Minecraft, survival is paramount. As
you venture through treacherous landscapes and encounter formidable
foes, securing your base becomes an essential task. With the advent of
redstone technology, the possibilities for creating intricate and highly
secure mechanisms have skyrocketed.
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In this comprehensive guide, we will delve into the secrets of building the
ultimate secure door using redstone technology, without the need for any
mods. With step-by-step instructions and detailed explanations, we will
empower you to construct an impenetrable fortress that will keep your
precious loot safe from even the most determined raiders.

Materials Required
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Before embarking on this epic build, you will need to gather the following
materials:

* Redstone Dust * Redstone Repeaters * Redstone Torches * Pistons *
Sticky Pistons * Cobblestone/Stone Bricks/Other Building Material * Lever

Step-by-Step Instructions

1. Building the Door Frame

Start by creating a 3x3 frame out of your chosen building material. This will
form the basic structure of your door.

2. Installing the Redstone Circuit

Begin by placing a redstone torch on the floor inside the door frame, facing
the center of the door. This torch will provide the initial power source for the
circuit.

Next, place two redstone repeaters on the floor, one on either side of the
redstone torch. Set the repeaters to the maximum delay (4 ticks).

Connect the redstone torch to the input of one repeater, and the output of
that repeater to the input of the second repeater.

Finally, connect the output of the second repeater to the floor block in front
of the door.

3. Creating the Piston Mechanism

On the side of the door frame opposite the redstone circuit, place two sticky
pistons facing inward. These pistons will act as the door's locking
mechanism.



Place a redstone block in front of each piston. This will provide the power to
activate the pistons when the redstone circuit is triggered.

4. Adding the Lever

Place a lever on the outside of the door frame, connected to the redstone
circuit. This lever will control the activation of the door.

5. Finalizing the Build

Complete the door by placing any desired building material on the outside
of the pistons, forming the door itself.

How it Works

When you flip the lever, it sends a redstone signal through the circuit. This
signal travels through the repeaters, which delay it by a total of 8 ticks.

The delayed signal then activates the redstone blocks in front of the
pistons, causing them to extend and push the door into place.

The sticky pistons, which are facing inward, pull the door back into place
when the signal is turned off, securely locking it.

Congratulations! You have now successfully built the ultimate secure door
using redstone technology, without the need for any mods. This
impenetrable fortress will safeguard your base from even the most
determined raiders, providing you with peace of mind as you explore the
vast and ever-changing world of Minecraft.

With this knowledge, you are now equipped to create highly secure
structures that will protect your precious loot and keep your base safe from



harm. Continue honing your redstone skills and become a master of this
versatile technology, empowering you to create even more intricate and
awe-inspiring builds in the future.
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